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Tycho Brahe’s 
“Great Equatorial Armillary” 

at Uraniënborg, Hven 
(~1578; image from 1664)

Bringing this on a 
ship is impractical.

Owen Gingerich’s 
copy, on May 12, 2015

www.geheugenvannederland.nl/?/en/items/NESA01xxCOLONxxL01-0370



Dead Reckoning



from: The Clock That Changed the World (BBC History of the World)
presenter: Adam Hart-Davis; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-g27KS0yiY

“Once they were out of sight of land...”



Latitude is “Easy”... 



Earth, Sun and Stars

The value of the maximum altitude (at transit) any star reaches on a 
particular day  depends on latitude. (+Altitude of North Star=Latitude.)

The Earth spins on its axis, once per ~24 hours.

Earth’s spin axis is tilted by 23 degrees from the plane of its orbit.

Earth’s spin causes distant stars to appear to go in circular paths 
(as if painted on to a very distant sphere).

Because of the tilt, the rise, transit, and set times for a star whose path dips 
below the horizon depends on where the Earth is in its orbit (on date).

A star will reach its maximum altitude (“transit”), at the same (local) 
time on any given day, as viewed from any place with equal latitude.



Earth, Sun and Stars
The Earth spins on its axis, once per ~24 hours.

best_clock.wtt



Earth, Sun and Stars
The Earth spins on its axis, once per ~24 hours.

Earth’s spin causes distant stars to appear to go in circular paths 
(as if painted on to a very distant sphere).



Earth, Sun and Stars
The Earth spins on its axis, once per ~24 hours.

Earth’s spin axis is tilted by 23 degrees from the plane of its orbit.

Earth’s spin causes distant stars to appear to go in circular paths 
(as if painted on to a very distant sphere).

Lat_Long_HMNH3.wtt



Earth, Sun and Stars

The value of the maximum altitude (at transit) any star reaches on a 
particular day  depends on latitude. (+Altitude of North Star=Latitude.)

The Earth spins on its axis, once per ~24 hours.

Earth’s spin axis is tilted by 23 degrees from the plane of its orbit.

Earth’s spin causes distant stars to appear to go in circular paths 
(as if painted on to a very distant sphere).

Because of the tilt, the rise, transit, and set times for a star whose path dips 
below the horizon depends on where the Earth is in its orbit (on date).

[demo]



“Sail the Parallel”



Earth, Sun and Stars

The value of the maximum altitude (at transit) any star reaches on a 
particular day  depends on latitude.  (+Altitude of North Star=Latitude.)

The Earth spins on its axis, once per ~24 hours.

Earth’s spin axis is tilted by 23 degrees from the plane of its orbit.

Earth’s spin causes distant stars to appear to go in circular paths 
(as if painted on to a very distant sphere).

Because of the tilt, the rise, transit, and set times for a star whose path dips 
below the horizon depends on where the Earth is in its orbit (on date).

A star will reach its maximum altitude (“transit”), at the same (local) 
time on any given day, as viewed from any place with equal latitude.



Earth, Sun and Stars

Great! We can easily use the stars to find latitude.

Drat! We can only use the stars to find longitude 
if we know the time, very well.  

A star will reach its maximum altitude (“transit”), at the same (local) 
time on any given day, as viewed from any place with equal latitude.

The value of the maximum altitude (at transit) any star reaches on a 
particular day  depends on latitude.  (+Altitude of North Star=Latitude.)



Uncertainty→Tragedy
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from: The Clock That Changed the World (BBC History of the World)
presenter: Adam Hart-Davis; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-g27KS0yiY

The Longitude Act



Videos Copyright 1992, The Mariners' Museum. Featuring Captain Eric A. Speth, maritime program manager, of the Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation.

Measuring Astronomical Objects’ Positions
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Finding Longitude

SimpleHard Crazy

Earth’s 
Magnetic 

Field

Jupiter’s 
Moons

Lunar 
Distance

Powder of 
Sympathy

Signaling

...use the stars to find longitude if we know the time, very well...  

Keep time

“Lunatics”



Time-based navigation relies on known speed...
of Earth’s rotation.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUhhdwvLuyk
scene from “The Longitude”, reproduced from YouTube, without permission 

Signaling



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUhhdwvLuyk
scene from “The Longitude”, reproduced from YouTube, without permission 

Powder of 
Sympathy



Halley’s Magnetic Field Map

Earth’s 
Magnetic 

Field

www.antipodean.com/elist10/images/10783b.jpg



Lunar 
Distance The “Lunar Distance Method”

To find time: Calculate the 
exact path of the moon, as a 
function of time, read off 
position, calculate time.
  
Complications: Relies on 
VERY accurate records, 
predictions, measurements 
and calculations. moon_star_motions.wtt

lunars_hard.wtt



Galileo & Jupiter’s Moons

To find time: Calculate the positions of Jupiter’s moons 
as a function of time. Observe moons, know time. 
Complications: Relies on high-resolution observations, 
requiring a very stable observing platform (not a ship!!)

Galilleo.wtt

Jupiter’s 
Moons



Notes for & re-productions of Siderius Nuncius

Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642)

Jupiter’s 
Moons



Galileo’s New Order,  A WorldWide Telescope Tour by Goodman, Wong & Udomprasert 2010
Microsoft Research WWT Software (~now “OpenWWT”): Wong (inventor), Fay (architect), et al.

Galileo & Jupiter’s Moons
Jupiter’s 
Moons



Galileo’s New Order,  A WorldWide Telescope Tour by Goodman, Wong & Udomprasert 2010
Microsoft Research WWT Software (~now “OpenWWT”): Wong (inventor), Fay (architect), et al.

Jupiter’s 
MoonsGalileo & Jupiter’s Moons
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...use the stars to find longitude if we know the time, very well...  
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from: The Clock That Changed the World (BBC History of the World)
presenter: Adam Hart-Davis; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-g27KS0yiY

“do it with a clock...”



“H4”
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Einstein (, Jobs) & GPS







Einstein (, Jobs) & GPS



Time-based navigation relies on known speed...
of Earth’s rotation.



GPS also relies on known speed...of light

GPS & Relativity, by the Perimeter Insitute: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQdIjwoi-u4



Aboard a Modern Cruise Ship... 

The backup system to GPS is
a second GPS.



View and compare 
images from across the 

electromagnetc spectrum 

Finder Scope links to 
Wikipedia, 

publications, and data, 
so you can learn more

Context globe 
shows where 
you’re looking.

Microsoft® Research
WorldWide Telescope

Control time to study how 
the night sky changes 

Context bar shows 
items of interest in 
current field of view

Seamlessly explore 
imagery from the best 

ground and space-based 
telescopes in the world

Much more than “just” 
the sky at night!  

3D features can  take 
you to other planets, 

stars & galaxies.  

worldwidetelescope.org

Expert led tours of 
the Universe

Open                  
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extra slides



Greenwich solar-sidereal= 8h 31m 54.2 s local solar-sidereal=8 h 29 m 53.6s

solar-sidereal off by 2 min for 180 deg of longitude difference

Sidereal time is the right ascension of stars on your local meridian at any moment.




